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The most sustainable
conference in the world
EVENT SUSTAINABILITY GOALS
1. Waste Not: Produce zero waste to landfill.
2. Be “Cool”er: Model carbon reduction and responsibility for corporate events.
3. Give Back: Catalyze legacies to benefit the host destination and the event industry.
4. Have Fun: Inspire attendees through engaging sustainability experiences.
Delineation of these goals into four distinct areas does not ignore the fact that event planning decisions must
consider them in an integrated fashion. Meaning food, transportation, exhibits and other logistics are as much about
participant and brand experience as they are about reducing waste and carbon impacts, and providing benefits to
local communities. Sometimes goals can be achieved in a win-win-win-win fashion, while at other times tradeoffs are
necessary. To continue to innovate after many years of work, it is essential Oracle fully implement these objectives in
all areas under their direct control. This will position Oracle to lead from the front, and set an example to customers,
event suppliers and other event hosts.

SNAPSHOT:
EVENT SCOPE

$128,000,000 Economic impact to the Bay Area
50,327 Onsite participants
145 Countries
415 Exhibitors
2,707 Sessions
3,460 Speakers
111,946 Hotel room nights
17 Event venues
320,699 Square feet of 25% recycled content carpet
202,419 Square feet of signage
14 Tons of 100% post-consumer paper
40,674 Ground shuttle miles
152,000 Cups of coffee

In short: Indicators are moving in the right
direction overall. Progress must speed and
scale up if targets for waste and legacy
are to be met by 2018.

TOTAL FOOTPRINT

TOTAL ONSITE CARBON IS DECREASING
TOTAL LANDFILL AND WASTE IS INCREASING

(WASTE INCLUDES ALL DISCARDS TO LANDFILL,
RECYCLING, COMPOST AND DONATIONS)

EVENT BASELINE

(2009 - 37,447 PARTICIPANTS)

TOTAL WASTE INCREASED 31% OVER
2009 EVENT BASELINE

Oracle OpenWorld adopted a Five-Year Sustainability
Plan in 2013. Event sustainability progress has been
mixed from 2009-2014:
•
Overall event sustainability: MeetGreen Calculator
scores have held steady at 90% for the last two years,
compared to an event baseline of 70% in 2009.
•
Total waste and landfill: Up 31% and 10% compared to
2009 baseline, but is greatly decreased from a peak in 2012.
•
Waste and landfill intensity: Is at an all-time low but has not
experienced the pace of decline needed to meet zero waste
by 2018.
•
Total carbon impact onsite: Has declined consistently and is
ahead of target for 2018.
•
Carbon impact per participant: Is slightly lower when you
consider air lift per attendee, and declining consistently in
terms of onsite impact per person.
•
Give-back and have fun activities are taking place,
and are small in scope, presenting opportunities
to scale up in ways that improve experience
and increase legacy.

(50,327 PARTICIPANTS)

TOTAL LANDFILL INCREASED 10% OVER
2009 EVENT BASELINE

EVENT SUSTAINABILITY

ORACLE OPENWORLD 2014

TOTAL ONSITE CARBON FOOTPRINT
DECREASED 35% OVER 2011 EVENT BASELINE

SNAPSHOT:

PARTICIPANT CARBON IMPACT

PARTICIPANT WASTE IMPACT

CARBON EMISSIONS PER PERSON WITH TRAVEL ARE DOWN SLIGHTLY

LANDFILL AND WASTE PER PARTICIPANT ARE DECREASING

ONSITE EMISSIONS PER PERSON ARE DECREASING ON PACE FOR 2018

RATE OF DECREASE IS BELOW TARGET PACE FOR 2018

422 lbs CO2 per person/day with travel
5.24 lbs CO2 per person/day onsite

ORACLE OPENWORLD 2014

0.90 lbs landfill per person/day
2.56 lbs waste per person/day

455 lbs CO2 per person/day with travel (2013)
9.56 lbs CO2 per person/day onsite (2012)

EVENT “WORST”

1.16 lbs landfill per person/day (2011)
3.66 lbs waste per person/day (2012)

422 lbs CO2 per person/day with travel (2014)
5.24 lbs CO2 per person/day onsite (2014)

EVENT “BEST”

0.90 lbs landfill per person (2014)
2.56 lbs waste per person/day (2014)

440 lbs CO2 per person/day with travel (down 4%) (2011)
8.89 lbs CO2 per person/day with travel (down 41%) (2011)

EVENT BASELINE

1.10 lbs landfill per person/day (down 18%) (2009)
2.63 lbs waste per person/day (down 3%) (2009)

319 lbs CO2 per person/day with travel

MEETGREEN® “AVERAGE”
ANONYMOUS AGGREGATE SAMPLE
INCLUDES NON-ORACLE EVENTS

1.40 lbs landfill per person/day
3.60 lbs waste per person/day

TOP SUSTAINABILITY WINS
Oracle works to continuously improve Oracle
OpenWorld and JavaOne in ways that reduce
negative impacts and create community
benefits.
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JAVAONE DEVOXX4KIDS: Oracle, Oracle
Academy and Devoxx4Kids hosted this

fun, one-day event which engaged 150 youth

2

MOSCONE PILOT WASTE SORT: Two
additional back of house waste sorting

stations at Moscone Center helped address

in learning more about programming, robotics

waste contamination issues revealed in the 2013

and engineering.

event waste audit conducted by Recology.

3

EARTH-SMART MENU CHOICES:
New steps in 2014 included more vegetarian meals, lower-footprint
protein choices and the use of “imperfectly delicious” produce.

Planet-conscious menu choices conserved
24 million liters of water

enough to overflow
nine Olympic-size pools

4

APPRECIATION EVENT: 86% of waste from
Oracle’s customer party is diverted from
landfill, down from a high of 91% in 2012. In spite
of lower diversion, waste was 10.9 metric tons
less in 2014 than 2012. Generator fuel use for this
event has also dropped by 15% since 2013.

4

TOP SUSTAINABILITY OPPORTUNITITES
Increasing the pace of footprint reduction and
scaling up give-back projects are challenging
future steps to take.
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options provided by suppliers

transparency to know how

the potential impact of a

(photo top). However, the

producers are contributing to

large-scale service project that

event’s graphics footprint is

better food systems, particularly all attendees could engage in.

significant, creating cost and

in the areas of organic, fair

Added value could be gained

waste. Leadership steps would

labor and humane treatment

by tying the service project in

include reducing curved-edge

of animals. Healthy, sustainable

with Oracle community skills,

designs that necessitate PVC

food choices could be

corporate citizenship objectives

and polystyrene and phasing-

communicated better through

and specific local community

out adhesives by pursuing

the mobile event application,

needs.

mounts for large installations.

signage and labelling.

BRAND AND CREATIVE:
Oracle OpenWorld is able

to support extensive branding

GOOD FOOD EXPERIENCE:
Food served at Oracle

OpenWorld is more sustainable

GIVE-BACK PROJECT: The
Devoxx4Kids program was

a successful but small-scale

EXHIBIT HALL:
Enhanced waste
sorting programs
and incentives for
exhibitors could
prevent 80% of
in-booth waste
going to landfill.
Expanding back of
house sorting pilot
programs to include
Moscone North and
South could also
improve diversion.

WASTE NOT

BEST PRACTICE: Using three lines of defense
for reducing waste. Exhibitors, vendors and

Produce zero waste to landfill
Event Waste Profile - 2014
Landfill

Recycle

Compost

Donation

3%

28%
35%

34%

Waste is measured across 13 venues, with overall profile displayed above. Overall
diversion from landfill in 2014 was 65%. This is 7% better than the 2009 baseline,
but 6% worse than 2013. Venue diversion can range from 44%-86%.

staff are informed of prohibited materials,
BEST PRACTICE: Using durable, reusable

such as polystyrene and plastic bags, and

serviceware and ensuring disposables

encouraged to source reusable, recyclable

are approved compostable by Oracle in

or compostable items for use onsite. Once

advance. Screening of serviceware caught

onsite, 67 Green Angels provide over 223

eight potential contamination issues by ten

hours of front-of-house waste management

event caterers, and ensured all disposable

education to attendees. Back-of-house sorting

serviceware was compostable. This enabled

by all venues, Hartmann and Freeman ensure

diversion of 65% of event waste from landfill,

additional production and attendee materials

including 75 metric tons of compost.

are diverted from landfill.
Total Event Waste

Waste Intensity Per Participant
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Waste intensity indicators are progressing in the right direction. The pace of progress will need to increase to meet 2018 targets,
which are projected for 2015 and 2018.
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Total landfill has normalized to 2009 levels, while total waste has nearly returned to 2010 levels. While not ideal to see increases,
these metrics are influenced significantly by event participation, which has climbed from 37,000 to over 50,000 during this time.

OPPORTUNITY: Identifying waste hot spots and creating action plans to address
Specific sources of landfill generation have been identified that are within Oracle’s control, which could be better managed. These
include soiled and curved carpet trim, adhesive graphics and name badges. Oracle can also influence better management of guest
room and in-booth exhibitor waste. Materials brought onsite by attendees, such as non-compostable and non-recyclable coffee
cups, are more difficult to address without outside collaborators, such as neighboring businesses and SF Environment.

Since 2009 attendance has increased
34%. During this time total waste
has also climbed 31%, reaching an
all-time high in 2012. Since this peak
126 metric tons of discards have
been eliminated—enough to fill 10
garbage trucks—and landfill has
dropped 23 metric tons.

Total Onsite Carbon Footprint

Onsite Emissions by Source

BEST PRACTICE: Increasing shuttle efficiency.
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5%
9%

2014 saw a small up-tick in shuttle fuel use.
Since 2007 Oracle has reduced bus fuel use

1000

while not compromising attendee satisfaction
METRIC TONS

800

or increasing taxi congestion. Strategies have
included designing shuttle routes that require

600

use of transit, the addition of a BART voucher

8%

Green power programs by venues are
anticipated to provide the greatest
opportunity for onsite emissions reductions.

73%

purchase program to the event travel website

400

and designation of walking-only hotels. The
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overall impact of this has been 5,234 gallons
of fuel reduced since 2008.
2011
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2014
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2018

BEST PRACTICE: Partnering with attendees

OPPORTUNITY: Increasing the profile of the BART

OPPORTUNITY: Embedding travel and hotel

to take responsibility for carbon emissions.

pass program. Every time an event participant

offsets for attendees. Oracle experiences a

Oracle offsets 100% of onsite emissions

rides BART while in San Francisco it avoids

higher-than-typical participation in voluntary

through Terrapass, totaling 886 metric tons in

approximately 10 lbs of emissions. Oracle has

offsetting by attendees, which usually ranges

2014. This includes venue energy, landfill and

consistently promoted pass purchase programs

from 1-5%. However participation rates

Model carbon reduction and responsibility for corporate
events

shuttle, freight and generator fuel. Attendees

through the event travel site, however pass

have plateaued at 13%. If a 100% offset of all

can voluntarily offset their travel and hotel

purchases have declined since starting this

emissions is desired, Oracle will need to consider

emissions by paying a small fee with their

program in 2011. Purchases may be increased

embedding a small carbon offset price in

BEST PRACTICE: Program refinements have enabled event sites to be used more efficiently. Since

registration. In 2014, 13% of attendees opted

by better publicizing the program through

registration, estimated at $5-10 per person.

2012, Oracle has reduced the number of venues used by making more efficient use of fewer sites.

in to this program, offsetting 6,161 metric

registration, attendee communications pre-event

This has carbon benefits, as less venue energy has been needed to support a growing number of

tons of emissions. In total, 17% of emissions

and improved placement on the event website.

attendees. In 2014, venue electricity and landfill reductions helped to offset minor increases in

were offset, up from 15% in 2013 and 1%

shuttle, freight and generator fuel.

baseline (2011).

Onsite carbon emissions include venue electricity, mobile energy (lifts and generators), Oracle freight, participant shuttles and landfill waste. Natural gas
is not included due to lack of complete data from 2011-2013. Complete natural gas emissions were acquired in 2014, and included in Oracle-purchased
offsets of 886 metric tons. They are removed above to enable consistently scoped comparison against targets set in 2012. Participant travel and hotels are
not included in the data above, and offset voluntarily by participants. Projected emissions for 2015 and 2018 reflect targeted reductions under the 2018
Event Sustainability Plan.

BE “COOL”-ER

Food donation programs redistributed 9,390
healthy meals to those in need in San Francisco.

GIVE BACK
Catalyze legacies to benefit the host destination and the event
industry
BEST PRACTICE: Communicating 9,390 meals donated during the event. This year Oracle
partnered with Rock and Wrap It Up to socialize a long-standing best practice: food donation.
Every year, event caterers set aside safe, unserved food for donation to charities in the Bay Area.
This year venues added a daily step by sharing their donation on social media, using the event
hashtag. For more information or to do this at your event please visit Rock and Wrap it Up.

In addition to food, the following groups receive amenities and durable items from
the event: Glide Memorial Church, SF City Impact, Oakland Community Garden
Project, St. Anthony Foundation, SF Rescue Mission, Food Runners, Global Soap
Project , Salvation Army, St. Boniface Church, Clean the World, SF VA Medical Center,
Larkin Street Youth Services, Resource Area for Teachering and Marin’s Memorial Club.

OPPORTUNITY: Provide larger legacy
project attendees can engage in
There are many benefits to the service and donation programs
in place at Oracle OpenWorld. However, current programs are
either small-scale, or directed at down-pipe responsibility for
event discards. Oracle could demonstrate more leadership
through a larger size, hands-on service activity that is open to
more onsite attendees, and perhaps even remote audiences.
With 50,000 event participants, such an endeavor could have
huge give-back potential, as well as brand value for Oracle. To
prevent a one-time, piece-meal effort, Oracle is encouraged to
think about how a service project could be designed as a longterm legacy, that ties together community need with Oracle
products, citizenship goals and skills.

HAVE FUN
Inspire attendees through engaging sustainability experiences
BEST PRACTICE: Devoxx4Kids. Oracle, Oracle

including workshops on Minecraft modding,

a San Francisco-based group committed to

Academy and Devoxx4Kids invested in

Python, NAO robot and Lego Mindstorms. 150

increasing the number of women of color in

the next generation of programmers by

children of JavaOne attendees and students

the computer science and technology fields.

partnering in a first-time Kids Day at JavaOne.

from local underserved schools participated.

The event was highly rated with 97% feeling

Devoxx4Kids engaged youth in learning

43% were girls, while 57% were boys. 100% of

they would attend again. Check out these

and applying programming in a fun way,

registration was donated to Black Girls Code,

videos to hear the kids speak for themselves!

If each event participant
volunteered 15 minutes
it would make

12,000 hours
of difference

Vegetable Selections: California

68% of food is produced
within 250 miles of San
Francisco, and 95% of
food comes from within
500 miles

Farms with sustainability
programs providing produce
to Oracle OpenWorld include:
ALBA, Christopher Ranch, Church
Bros., D’Arrigo Bros., Ratto, and
Maristone.

Protein Selections: Event lunches
used California-raised Mary’s
Free Range, USDA Organic
chicken and American Humane
Certified Foster Farms chicken
(14,712 meals).

BEST PRACTICE:
Getting to know farmers and producers.

S

ustainable food is complicated! In the early stages, Oracle

seasonality, waste, human and animal welfare and the embodied carbon

Daily Lunch Options: Feature

Daily Dressings and Marinades:

Wednesday Boxed Lunch Salad:

Thursday Boxed Lunch Salad:

OpenWorld placed emphasis on local menus. Today, ingredients

and water that it takes to grow our food. Over the last seven years, the

cheese from Fiscallini Farmstead

Made with Sparrow Lane vinegar

Community Grains Pasta Salad

Mohr-Fry Ranch Bean Salad

in a typical boxed lunch at the event travel 6,000 miles from farm to

primary event caterers for Oracle OpenWorld, Savor and McCalls, have

in Modesto, Point Reyes

and oils, made in Modesto,

made with 100% organic, non-

made with CCOF Certified

plate. A dramatic drop from 13,000+ miles when we began! However,

acquired increasingly specific information about where food is coming

Farmstead, Belfiore Cheese

from Napa Valley fruit and wine

GMO fusilli, grown, milled and

organic beans, grown in Lodi,

food sustainability is not just about going local. It’s about intentionally

from, and continue to shift to suppliers that provide to a better food

in Oakland and Laura Chenel

(16,218 meals).

produced in Northern California

California. (3,649 meals).

looking at food choices in a way that creates better food systems. That

experience for all. In that time, Oracle has gotten to know more about

Chevre in Sonoma (6,221 meals).

involves considering a complexity of issues from nutrition to packaging,

who feeds event attendees, and where menu selections come from.

(6,697 meals).

HIGHLIGHT: Sustainable Food Experience 2014
In 2014, water and drought rose to the top of issues Californians are worried about, matching
the economy and jobs as sources of anxiety for the first time. Working to finalize event
menus as media coverage of California’s worsening 2014 drought hit, event staff actively
considered what could be done to reduce water waste in food choices.

SPOTLIGHT: FOUR GOALS | ONE FOCUS
Careful attention to food service will allow Oracle to progress against sustainability goals in an
integrated way on an on-going basis.

1

we buying from?
Caterers are improving supply chain

design food service to meet our goals?
With better food knowledge comes clear

2

3

transparency as Oracle has requested deeper

options to make better choices that reduce

enough about suppliers early enough to

information about food served. Distributor and

waste and carbon and support healthy

share information about food choices with

producer information for standard suppliers

communities. Oracle took major strides this

participants. It has also been difficult to

(representing less than 10% of food volume)

year in this area (see next page), paying

predict “imperfectly delicious” food that will be

was provided three months in advance by

particular attention to waste reduction

available during the event. This is improving,

Savor. In addition post-event reports disclose

opportunities. Future opportunities include

and tools like the mobile app present

sourcing information for 70% of food volume.

increasing use of certified organic food and

opportunities to begin to share information

Information is still lacking for outsourced

verified fair labor produce, both of which are

better. The timing is also good to create

food, including boxed lunches served by hotel

low or unknown at this time.

unique food experiences that highlight food

SUPPLY CHAIN TRANSPARENCY: Who are

SHIFT TO BETTER FOOD CHOICES: Can we

COMMUNICATE: Can we inform and involve

attendees in making good food choices?
Until recently, Oracle has not known

venues. So while transparency is improving,

sustainability issues, such as food waste, to

more work needs to be done, and ideally could

attendees in very visible ways that hopefully

occur earlier in the planning process.

lead to better choices in their daily life.

EAT YOUR VEGGIES: Meat-less Monday progressed at Oracle OpenWorld, where organizers
provided two vegetarian options for lunch on the first full day of the event, in addition to
a protein option. This decision replaced 5,000 beef entrées that were provided in previous
years, increasing vegetarian content to 65% of lunch options from 33%. The estimated
benefits from this decision were:
•
8.5 million liters of water conserved, enough to fill 34 million glasses.
•
14 metric tons of carbon avoided, equal to the amount sequestered by 363 trees grown
for 10 years.
WATER-WISE FOOD CHOICES: In addition, Oracle chose to offer poultry proteins instead of
beef for lunches on Tuesday to Thursday. This impacted a further 12,500 meals, saving:
•
15.7 million liters of water, enough to overflow six Olympic-size pools.
•
28.5 metric tons of carbon emissions, equal to the annual emissions from six cars.
IMPERFECTLY DELICIOUS FOOD: Food waste in the United States is a $165 billion problem.
And most of that waste happens before the food hits your plate. Event caterer Savor took
advantage of new “imperfectly delicious” vegetable options provided by their supplier. This
product option makes vegetables that don’t meet the aesthetic standards of grocery stores
available to commercial kitchens for purchase at a discounted rate. Approximately 100
pounds of imperfect-looking and perfectly safe and healthy squash and fingerling potatoes
were processed by Savor for the event.

Questions? Comments?

We welcome your feedback, ideas and other inquiries, so please reach out to us.
REPORT AUTHORED BY
T: +1 503.252.5458
E: info@meetgreen.com
www.meetgreen.com
© 2014 Oracle Corporation/MeetGreen

Photographs and data generously provided by Oracle OpenWorld San Francisco Green Team
partners: Freeman, George P. Johnson, Hartmann Studios, Hilton San Francisco Union Square,
Hotel Nikko, Intercontinental Hotel San Francisco, InVision Communications, Marriott San
Francisco, McCalls, Moscone Center, Parc 55 Hotel, The Palace Hotel, San Francisco Travel,
Savor, Terrapass, Westin Market Street.

